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Abstract:  

Differences in plasticity are usually attributed to significant changes in crystalline symmetry or 

the strength the inter-atomic bonds. In the B1 monocarbides, differences in slip planes exist at 

low temperatures despite having the same structure and very similar bonding characteristics.  

Our experimental results demonstrate concretely that HfC slips on {110} planes while TaC slips 

on {111} planes.  Density functional theory calculations rationalize this differences through the 

formation of an intrinsic stacking fault on the {111} planes, formation of Shockley partials, and 

enhanced metallic bonding because of the valence filling of electrons between these transitional 

metal carbides.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme (PACS) indexing codes: 62.20.F (Deformation 

and Plasticity), 81.05.Je (Ceramics and refractories), 31.15.ae (Electronic structure and bonding 

characteristics), 31.15.es (Application of density-functional theory)  



Main body:  

Plasticity and ductility are generally associated with crystalline symmetry and the 

strength of the inter-atomic bonds [1]. For example, face centered cubic (FCC) and hexagonal 

close packed (HCP) materials have equivalent packing with similar types of bonding but show 

dramatic differences in deformation because of the availability of slip systems associated with 

their symmetry. Alternatively, dramatic differences in bonding, such as those between ceramics 

and metals, can also have a similar impact on dislocation slip and ductility, but such differences 

are confounded by variances in symmetry.  What can be even more perplexing are materials that 

exhibit equivalent symmetry and bonding but show differences in deformation responses.  In this 

letter, we explore how a subtle difference in bonding behavior regulates the slip response in two 

equivalently structured and similarly bonded monocarbides by combining density functional 

theory (DFT) and experimental results. Our findings debunk how prior hard sphere based models 

are not able to rationalize experimental findings. Through the use of these modern computational 

tools, we elucidate how bonding, along with symmetry, regulates slip in this class of transition 

metal monocarbides (TMMCs). 

The group IVB and VB monocarbides provide a perfect test-bed to explore subtle 

differences in bonding and its role in mechanical properties.  Both groups of TMMCs form the 

B1, or rocksalt structure, which is an array of FCC metal atoms with the carbon atoms filling 

every octahedral interstice [2,3].  The bonding in these materials is a mix of covalent, metallic 

and ionic resulting in high hardness as well as good thermal and electrical conductivity [4-7].  

The materials are generally brittle at room temperature and exhibit remarkable ductility at 

elevated temperatures [8-10].   



The last comprehensive summary of plastic deformation of TMMCs was written by 

Rowcliffe in 1984 [11], where most slip systems were determined using hardness anisotropy. 

This work reported that the dominant slip systems in the group IVB monocarbides are 

a/2<110>{110} while the group VB monocarbides revealed a/2<110>{111} at room 

temperature. Rowcliffe et al. [12] also noted that the group IVB TMMCs were significantly more 

brittle than the group VB TMMCs, which is attributed to the number of available independent 

slip systems in the dominant family, i.e. two for the a/2<110>{110} and five for a/2<110>{111}. 

The supplemental material of this letter provides a review and summary table which shows both 

slip systems are found in all of the materials [13].  However, it has been established from past 

experiments [8,11,14-16] that one family of slip system appears to be dominant for each type of 

carbide, i.e. the {110} in the group IVB TMMCs and {111} in the group VB TMMCs. Though 

these differences have been known for decades, the change in slip systems across the TMMCs 

has perplexed scientists for equally as long.  

To eliminate differences in homologous temperatures, we pick the two monocarbides with 

nearly equivalent melting temperatures, HfC (~3900 oC) and TaC (~3880 oC), to conduct our 

studies. The deformation of TaC has been well investigated across a number of temperatures 

establishing its preference to slip on {111} planes through indentation experiments and elevated 

temperature creep studies [11,16]. Despite the well-known preference for slip on {111} planes, 

the mechanism controlling slip is not well known.  Authors have suggested a simple high lattice 

friction model with dislocations splitting into Shockley partials, a synchro-shear mechanism 

regulated by carbon diffusion, as well as motion via zonal dislocations to rationalize 

experimental observations [9,11,17]; the latter two being unlikely to occur during room 

temperature deformation.  In addition, as the carbon concentration in TaC1-x is reduced, hardness 



anisotropy measurements indicated that {110} slip becomes more prevalent [18].  In contrast, 

there has been limited studies in HfC and few theories that explain the {110} slip in this system 

or other similar group IVB carbides. The typical explanation has been that these materials have 

more covalent bonding preventing {111} slip [11,19].  As the temperature increases, one can 

expect that multiple slip systems would become more favorable and a dominate slip system, as 

noted in lower homologous temperatures, may not be as apparent. 

To verify these results obtained decades ago, we performed microindentation tests, Fig. 

1(a), in nearly stoichiometric HfC and TaC at room temperature with the corresponding 

dislocations observed in the TEM micrographs of Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).  The TEM results confirm 

large amounts of dislocation plasticity within the TaC grains under the indents whereas the 

plasticity in HfC was much more limited and confined to large grains directly under the indents 

with estimated dislocation densities being  ~1.10 x 1014 m-2 (TaC) and ~8.83 x 1013 m-2 (HfC)  

under the indents and ~1.32 x1014 (TaC) and ~3.12 x1011 m-2 (HfC) away from the indents; the 

experimental details can be found in the supplementary information (SI) [13].  

Dynamical diffraction TEM analysis confirmed the slip system as a/2<110>{111} in TaC 

and a/2<110>{110} in HfC [13]. LECO analysis confirmed nearly stoichiometric and equal 

amounts of carbon in the samples, eliminating this as a cause for the change in slip planes.  

These results, in addition to the previous observations in single crystals [12], suggest the choice 

of slip planes and the limited ductility in HfC compared to TaC are intrinsic properties.    

 

 



 

FIG. 1. (a) Representative schematic and optical micrograph of the 10x10 array of Vickers 
indents in a carbide specimen. TEM bright field micrographs of typical dislocation structures 
found in HfC (b) and TaC (c). 

 

It is generally thought that slip will occur in the closes packed directions on the most 

widely spaced planes This suggests slip on {111} planes in FCC metals and {110} slip in BCC 

metals and is thought to control the competition between basal and prims slip in HCP metals.  

The other factor complicating slip is the existence of fault planes [20].  However, this can be 

complicated in materials with mixed bonding.  The predominately held belief with regard to the 

differences in slip for group IVB and VB carbides was based on the hard sphere model. First 

proposed to be viable in ionic and covalent materials by Van Der Walt and Sole [21], Rowcliffe 

and Hollox [18] supported its applicability to carbides. The hard sphere model relates preferred 

slip to the interatomic spacing within the structure as determined by the ratio of the radii of the 

carbon and metal atoms.  It states that perfect slip on the {110} plane is preferred in covalently 

bonded materials with a radius ratio (r/R) < 0.414, on the {111} plane when 0.414 ≤  r/R ≤ 

0.633, and on the {100} when r/R > 0.633. It also only predicts partial slip on the {111} plane at 

r/R > 0.732. The radius ratios of all the group IVB and VB carbides, as reported by Toth [4], 

along with the hard sphere model slip predictions and the experimentally reported and observed 

active slip systems are tabulated in the SI for the reader. These results suggest that all of the 

TMMCs should deform via {111} slip despite the observations of the {110} slip dominance in 



the group IVB TMMCs.  Given the close radius ratio between TiC and the group VB TMMCs, 

the model has difficulty even predicting trends. It is evident that the hard sphere model does not 

adequately explain or predict favorable slip within the TMMCs even though it has been 

propagated for several years in contrast to prior experimental data. Moreover it further breaks 

down when partial slip is added to the discussion as will be elucidated shortly.  

To provide for a more accurate understanding of slip, we have employed first principle 

DFT calculations of the generalized stacking fault (GSF) energies (see SI). The GSF energy 

surfaces for perfect slip for {110} and {111} planes are plotted in Fig. 2(a). It was found that in 

either TMMC system, {110} slip was more energetically favorable than {111} when compared 

along the <110> direction. Moreover TaC was shown to have a lower GSF than HfC, which 

helps explain the higher dislocation densities noted in the material between the two carbides, Fig. 

1. Though TaC has a lower GSF energy than HfC, this does not explain its dominance on {111} 

planes, as perfect slip on these planes are nearly two-fold higher in energy than {110} perfect 

slip, Fig. 2(a).  The choice of slip planes rather lies with the presence of an intrinsic fault, Fig. 

2(b), and ability of the perfect dislocations to split into Shockley partials, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).  



 

FIG. 2. DFT calculated generalized stacking fault energy curves for fractional shear along (a) 
[110] on both (111) and (110) planes and (b) for the partial dissociation [112](111) for both HfC 
and TaC. Note the intrinsic stacking fault in TaC which is absent in HfC. Associated PN model 
misfit density plots for (c) HfC and (d) TaC, with the distance normalized by the Burgers vector. 
The preference for splitting into partials is evident in TaC and not HfC. 

 

It is well known that dislocations in close-packed metals, amongst others, dissociate into 

partial dislocations to reduce the elastic energy of the system [20]. To explore this possibility in 

the TMMCs, we computed the <112>{111} GSF curves for HfC and TaC, Fig. 2(b). In this 



configuration a local 1D minima in TaC, known as an intrinsic stacking fault (ISF), is noted but 

is absent in HfC. This ISF was noted to be present in all of the group VB TMMCs but absent in 

the group IVB TMMCs (see SI) [13], indicting uniformity across the two family classes of 

monocarbides [13]. The ISF, when present, represents a metastable minimum energy 

configuration in the energy surface, which may result in the splitting of perfect dislocations into 

partial dislocations. The unstable stacking fault energy (USF) is the maximum energy along the 

minimum energy path and can indicate the relative ductility of a material [22,23].  In the hard 

sphere model, an ISF is only present for radius ratios or r/R > 0.732, when the hard sphere model 

predicts {001} slip.  The presence of an ISF in TaC, which would correspond to {001} slip in the 

hard sphere model, is a direct indication of a fundamental breakdown of the hard sphere model. 

Moreover, the presence of a stable ISF also likely contributes to the phase stability of faulted-

phases, such as Ta4C3, in sub-stoichiometric tantalum carbides but such phases are not observed 

in the hafnium carbides [24]. 

These DFT calculations shed new light into the differences in the room temperature slip 

behavior between the two carbides that has been lacking for years.  Perfect slip on the {110} 

surface is energetically most favorable for HfC, which is in agreement with the results reported 

here and elsewhere [11].  In contrast, TaC can supersede the {110} slip because of its favorable 

ISF on the {111} plane, which is absent in HfC.   

To confirm that dislocations dissociate into partials in TaC on the {111} plane, we used a 

Peierls-Nabarro (PN) model to compute the potential for dislocation dissociation. These results 

are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) and confirm our expectations based on the GSF curves alone. A 

TaC dislocation will split slightly into partial dislocations on the {111} plane as shown by the 

separate peaks in Fig. 2(d).  In contrast, the lack of the ISF prevents dislocations from splitting in 



HfC, also confirmed by our PN model in Fig. 2(d).  Hence, the dissociation of the dislocations 

helps stabilize them on the {111} plane and generally lowers their barrier to motion making 

{111} slip more prevalent in TaC than HfC. 

To fully understand how the DFT calculations can provide an alternate explanation to the 

hard sphere model concepts, one must consider the nature and directionality of the bonding 

within the carbides.  Fig. 3 shows the isoconcentration charge surfaces computed from our DFT 

simulations, providing a visual aid in highlighting the differences in the bonding between the 

carbides during the shear process. In all renderings, the isocharge surfaces were equivalent for 

direct visual comparison purposes [13]; see SI for details  

 

FIG. 3. DFT isoconcentration charge surfaces for HfC and TaC in a zero and fraction shear state 
for various slip conditions. The dash arrow indicates the fault plane highlighted by the solid box 
region.  The top row are the unsheared conditions with the bottom row are the designated shear 
indicated by the fraction value. The compass arrows indicate the viewing prospective. 
 

In the un-sheared state, we can clearly see a difference the bonding that occurs in these 

two carbides.  Notably, the isocharge surfaces are more diffuse between the atoms in TaC than in 



HfC regardless of the isocharge value used in the visualization. This indicates a less directional 

bond and thus more metallic-like character.  This is a direct consequence of the extra valence 

electron contributed by tantalum, a group VB transition metal atom, to the Ta-C bond.  The 

difference in bonding is further highlighted as the crystal shears, with the bonding behaving in a 

more localized fashion in HfC than TaC, i.e. compare the charge distribution between the two 

shear planes (dashed arrows) for the 0.5 shear along the <110>{110}. 

The less directional nature of the bonds in TaC also allows for the stabilization of the 

ISF.  The isocharge surfaces at a fractional shear of 0.35 in the a/6<112> direction on the {111} 

planes, Fig. 3, exhibit a rotation of the bonds for both TaC and HfC.  As the top half of the 

crystal shears relative to the bottom half via a Shockley partial dislocation, the bonds between 

the metal atoms and carbon atoms in this plane undergo a 60 degree rotation about the plane 

normal.  This bonding rotation increases the bond energy which will be a function of the angular 

nature of the bonds themselves.  The less directional nature of the Ta-C bonds helps to mitigate 

the energy penalty for this bond rotation.  Clearly, the extra d-shell valance electron of tantalum 

dramatically helps to stabilize the fault as compared to hafnium. Since both systems have 

equivalent coordination environments (bond hybridization), the extra d valance electron provides 

for some charge delocalization upon rotation and would explain the universality for a stabilized 

ISF in all of the other group VB TMMCs shown in the SI [13].   

This faulted configuration stacks the metal atoms over the metal atoms and the carbon 

atoms over the carbon atoms across the fault. In other words, the atoms directly in the fault have 

a trigonal prismatic coordination with respect to the other species and tetrahedral coordination 

with respect to their own atom type. It has been previously suggested that in the synchro-shear 

mechanism [17,25,26], the tetrahedral coordination of the metal atoms would be unfavorable. 



This would be correct for HfC but not necessarily true for TaC, where an ISF is favorable 

because of the nature of its bonds. Finally, it is interesting to note that their appears to be some 

bonding between carbon atoms in the TaC ISF though this is likely an artifact to the sensitivity 

of the exact isocharge value used in visualization.  Similar stabilization of ISF energies has been 

noted with metallic alloys where the solute atoms contribute excess valence electrons to the 

system [27].   

In summary, a series of room temperature indents in HfC and TaC were characterized 

using TEM dynamical diffraction analysis to determine the operating slip planes in these 

materials. We confirmed that  {110} slip occurs in HfC and {111} slip in 

TaC at room temperature, with two orders of magnitude higher density of dislocations observed 

in TaC than HfC. Using DFT, the GSF curves for {110} and {111} slip were computed revealing 

that perfect {110} slip was more favorable with TaC having a lower energy for slip than HfC. 

This result confirmed the dominant slip system observed in HfC and the higher dislocation 

density seen in TaC for equivalent room temperature indents. The presence of an ISF in TaC 

promotes the dissociation of perfect dislocations into partials on the {111} plane, which allowed 

it to bypass {110} slip. The extra electron in TaC as compared to HfC provides a more metallic 

nature to the bonds [6,7] enhancing slip and stabilizing the ISF. Coupling prior experimental 

work in the other group IVB and VB TMMCs where different dominate slips planes have been 

reported [11,14-16] with their similar GSF curves (see SI), we have concluded that the slip 

variation is likely contributed to the ability to or not to form an ISF. The stability of this ISF 

appears to be related to the excess d-shell electron between these two groups of TMMCs. The 

operation of {111} slip allows for a larger number independent slip systems (i.e. 5) compared to 

{110} slip (i.e. 2), further enhancing ductility of the material and changing its macroscopic 

1102/a 1102/a



properties.  This suggest that engineering the stacking fault energy to access or limit specific 

deformation modes through solute alloying could allow for the future design of tunable hardness 

in these carbides beyond using simple elastic constant criteria [28-30]. 
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